We present a theoretical framework that mathematically formulates the evolutionary dynamics of organism-environment couplings using graph product multilayer networks, i.e., networks obtained by "multiplying" factor networks using some graph product operator. In this framework, one factor network represents different options of environments and their mutual physical reachability, and another factor network represents possible types of organisms and their mutual evolutionary reachability. The organism-environment coupling space is given by a Cartesian product of these two factor networks, and the nodes of the product network represent specific organism-environment combinations. We studied a simple evolutionary model using a reaction-diffusion equation on this organism-environment coupling space. We numerically calculated correlations between the inherent fitness of organisms and the actual average fitness obtained from the graph product-based evolutionary model, varying the spatial diffusion rate while keeping the type diffusion rate small. Results demonstrated that, when the spatial diffusion is sufficiently slow, the correlation between inherent and actual fitnesses drops significantly, where it is no longer valid to assume that fitness can be attributed only to organisms.
A classical view of biological evolution typically assumes that the fitness is an attribute of individual organisms or genes. However, this simplistic view is known to be invalid in many realistic scenarios, e.g., when the habitats are spatially non-homogeneous and organisms' fitnesses depend on their surrounding environments (Tilman and Kareiva, 2018) . Here we present a theoretical framework that mathematically formulates the evolutionary dynamics of such organism-environment couplings using graph product multilayer networks (Sayama, 2018) , i.e., networks obtained by "multiplying" factor networks using some graph product operator. While graph products have already been used in theoretical evolutionary biology (e.g., to model the quasiindependence of characters in phenotype space (Wagner and Stadler, 2003) ), our work is unique in that it utilizes graph products to represent interactions between organisms and environments.
In this work, we use Cartesian products to represent couplings of environmental conditions and organismal types. Cartesian products are the most straightforward way to construct graph products, by connecting nodes (= elements of a Cartesian product of original node sets) to each other by following the edge structure of one factor graph or the other. We consider n G different options (geographically separated habitats, co-located ecological niches, etc.) of environments as env-nodes, and represent their mutual physical reachability by a weighted graph G that connects those env-nodes ( Fig. 1, top left) . We denote the average amplitude of G's edge weights as δ, which represents the rate of spatial diffusion (e.g., migration). Similarly, we consider n H possible types (genotypes, phenotypes, etc.) of organisms as orgnodes, and represent their mutual evolutionary reachability by another weighted graph H that connects those org-nodes ( Fig. 1, top right) . We denote the average amplitude of H's edge weights as µ, which represents the rate of type diffu-Actual fitness ~ inherent fitness (non-spatial; environment-independent)
Actual fitness ≠ inherent fitness (spatial; environment-dependent) Figure 2 : Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between organisms' inherent and actual fitnesses plotted against δ. Each dot represents a result from one trial (20,000 trials in total). The black curve shows means. n G = n H = 20, µ = 10 −5 , α = 0.6. sion (e.g., mutation).
Using these graphs, the organism-environment coupling space is given by a Cartesian product multilayer network G H, whose nodes represent specific org-env combinations (Fig. 1, bottom) . In this framework, both the spatial diffusion on G and the type diffusion on H can be uniformly represented as a single diffusion process on G H. The Laplacian spectrum of G H can be analytically derived from Laplacian spectra of G and H thanks to mathematical properties of graph product multilayer networks (Sayama, 2016) .
Here we study the evolutionary dynamics on the organism-environment coupling space using a simple reaction-diffusion evolutionary dynamics
where s is a vector that represents activities (e.g., populations) of n G · n H org-env combinations, function F (s) represents the local population dynamics, and L is the Laplacian matrix of G H. Here we consider a simple linear case where F is a diagonal fitness matrix
where I G is a n G × n G identify matrix, F H is a n H × n H random diagonal matrix that represents the inherent (environment-independent) fitnesses of organisms, F e is a n G · n H × n G · n H random diagonal matrix that represents the environment-dependent fitnesses of organisms, α is the strength of organism-environment coupling, and ⊗ is the Kronecker product operator. We numerically calculated Spearman's rank correlation coefficients to detect (potentially nonlinear) correlations between the inherent fitness given in F H and the actual average fitness obtained from the dominant eigenvector of (F − L), varying spatial diffusion rate δ logarithmically while keeping the type diffusion rate µ small. Figure 2 shows the key illustrative results. It was observed that, when the spatial diffusion is sufficiently slow, the correlation between inherent and actual fitnesses drops significantly. More systematic large-scale numerical experiments with varied values of α (Fig. 3) further revealed that this transition was robustly observed for a wide range of α values.
These results indicate that, when spatial mixing is not sufficiently strong (i.e., low δ), attributing fitnesses to individual organisms alone is not a valid way to describe evolutionary dynamics. We derived this conclusion using graph product multilayer networks, successfully demonstrating the usefulness of this novel theoretical framework in evolutionary studies.
